Attribute-based authentication (ABA) schemes are mainly constructed on the basis of Lagrange interpolation polynomial, in which the same attributes number of participants of authentication must be greater than or equal to it, and moreover, this threshold is unalterable during once system generation. In this paper, we construct a flexible and efficient attribute-based authentication scheme, which is based on a secret sharing method called Linear Codes Secret Sharing Scheme. This scheme breaks the threshold limit and enjoys diverse authentication participants' attribute sets by constructing the access structures on linear codes.
INTRODUCTION
Attribute-based cryptography has enormous potential for providing data security in distributed environments. Attribute based systems allow security functionalities to be provided based on users' attributes instead of their individual identities. Attributebased encryption (ABE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is a public key encryption scheme in which users with specific attributes are able to decrypt the ciphertext associated with those attributes. In ABE schemes, an encryptor can indicate many decryptors by assigning common attributes of these decryptors such as gender, age, affiliation, and so on. In an ABE system, a user is identified by a set of attributes. A new type of encryption scheme was firstly introduced by Sahai and Waters [1] . There are two variants of ABE: Key-________________________ Policy based ABE (KP-ABE) [6] and ciphertext-Policy based ABE (CP-ABE) [7] . In KP-ABE, each ciphertext is labeled by the encryptor with a set of descriptive attributes, and access policies over these attributes are ascribed to users' secret keys. The encryptor only needs to know the public attributes of the potential decryptors. In CP-ABE, the ciphertext is associated with an access structure and the encrypting party determines the policy under which type of ciphertext can be decrypted, while each private key is labeled with a set of attributes.
Up to date, since in most of CP-ABE schemes, the secret exponent s is shared by Shamir's secret sharing scheme, ciphertext-Policy Attribute authentication schemes are mainly constructed on the basis of Lagrange interpolation polynomial. In this paper, we present a new ciphertext-Policy attribute authentication scheme based on Linear Codes Secret Sharing Scheme, which supports more generic attribute access policy. The primary technique of this scheme is that we construct a user's private key as a set of private key components. We use Massey's linear codes method to perform secret sharing [8] , which distributes the shares of a master secret in the exponents of the user's private key components, and establish a one-to-one correspondence between the attribute sets and the minimal access structures. By constructing the access structures on the linear codes, our attribute authentication scheme can break the threshold limit.
ATTRIBUTE AUTHENTICATION SCHEME ON LINEAR CODES Description
In this section, based on coding theory, we present an attribute-based authentication scheme for general attribute sets. Our scheme consists of three algorithms: Set up, Key Generation, Attribute based Authentication (ABA). A detailed description follows.
Setup: Let 1 G be a bilinear group of prime order p , and let g be a generator of 
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For each attribute iA  , choose a number i l uniformly at random from p Z , for 11 in    . Then choose y uniformly at random from p Z . These parameters can be used to generate the master key and system public parameters PK as follows:
The public parameter PK is published as:
The master key MK is (1) P acts as the authentication sponsor and claims possessing a set of attributes to the authentication system.
(2) Authentication system responds to the request from P , and starts the authentication process: 
